
Nursery Newsletter : Summer 2 2019

In  Physical Development we will be using our bodies in 
various ways, to gain control of large and small 
movements and practising going over, under and through 
things.

In Expressive Art and Design we will be exploring a range 
of materials to reflect, make sense of and interpret our 
own thinking.

In Communication and Language we will be developing  
language about our immediate environment and the world 
around us.

In Personal, Social and Emotional Development we will be 
learning to show affection, care and concern towards 
each other and our environment.

In Understanding of the World we will be discovering 
various types of families and what makes ours unique.

Welcome back after the half term break! We hope you all had lots of fun together and we 
look forward to hearing all about it! 

During this half term we will continue to build on our assessments from Summer 1. Following 
our visit to Ash End Farm to complete our topic from last half term, our focus this term will 
be on the development of Summer: What it looks like and the many changes that occur at this 
time of year, and we will also begin to consider the question ‘What is a shadow?’. Children will 
have lots of opportunities to learn about shadows and explore how shadows change during the 
day. We will also explore lots of different light sources. One of our key words this half term 
will be ‘nocturnal’, as we learn about animals who are awake when we are asleep. We will also 
make dark dens to explore what it feels like to be in the dark and  we will investigate how we 
can make light.

Please ensure as we enter the final part of the Summer term that your child comes to school 
with a sun hat and apply sun cream before school if needed.
Can we please ask that you bring in a spare pair of clothes every day for your child. If your 
child has a accident or is wet from exploring exciting water activities, we will change them 
but we will need the appropriate clothing to do so. Also, please ensure that your child’s 
clothes are labelled.

If you have any questions or would like any more ideas on how to help your child progress on 
their learning journey, please do not hesitate to speak to a member of the team. 
Mrs Potter – Nursery Class Teacher
Mrs Harris – Nursery HLTA
Mrs Rosser – Nursery Teaching Assistant
Mrs Tyrell – Nursery Teaching Assistant

Dates for your diary

Nursery Reading Mornings –
Every Thursday 8.30-9am

Thursday 6th June –
Nursery Ash End Farm Trip

Monday 24th June –
Transition Week

Thursday 4th July –
Early Years Sports Day
Thursday 11th July –

Parents Evening
Friday 12th July –

Nursery Class Assembly
Friday 19th July –

Break Up



Reading

In Nursery, it is important to read stories with your child every day. This enables 
your child to look and interpret what is happening in the pictures and predict what 

might happen next. We will continue to send home a school reading book every week. 
We ask for you to complete a comment in their reading log once a week to inform the 

Nursery team on how your child is reading at home.

Reading books will be reviewed and changed every Friday according to your child’s 
reading ability. As books can be shared at any time of the week it is very important 

for reading books and reading logs to be brought to school every day. For any reading 
books which are damaged or not returned to school there will be a charge.

Homework
Nursery will receive a Topic Homework Challenge sheet every half term.

They have been designed so that parents and children can work together on homework 
tasks and earn points for each task chosen. We hope that you enjoy them.

Attendance and Punctuality
The continued message from last year is of course that 

‘Every Day Matters’ – Every day that your child misses is a day of learning lost. 
Please support us by ensuring that your child attends school every day and is in 

school ready to start their learning by 8.40am, doors will open at 8:30am. 

Literacy

Listening to and taking part in a range of stories, songs 
and rhymes is a key focus for Nursery. Please join us for 
our reading mornings every Thursday. All welcome from 

8.30am – 9.00am. By 9:00am the reading session will 
finish and adults will leave whilst the children begin their 

learning.

Each half term we will be focusing on books related to 
our class author, Michael Rosen and this half term we will 
focus on lots of rhyming books such as ‘Room on a Broom’.

Our drawing and writing will link to our studied texts and 
include pre-writing patterns and mark making with a 

range of materials to communicate our own ideas. We will 
also continue our daily phonics which will include 

segmenting and blending simple words .

Numeracy
In our number work we will be 

continuing to develop counting with 
security, developing our sequencing 
skills (the order of the numbers)

and matching with accuracy an 
amount to a given number. We will 

also be writing and recording 
numerical amounts, exploring shapes 

and thinking about patterns and 
sequences.


